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C O N T A C T  D E T A I L S

HDWool® is the Innovation and 

Technology Division of H. Dawson 

Wool, international wool suppliers 

since 1888. We use our global 

network to secure a consistent 

supply of quality wool to be used in 

the areas of clothing, interiors, 

carpets, environmental and 

industrial end uses.  

HDWool® constantly seeks new 

opportunities to integrate our 

hand-selected wool into new 

products, processes and sectors. 

Our team throughout the world is 

heavily involved in the drive to 

improve awareness of wool as a 

natural, renewable and 

biodegradable fibre. 

ABOUT US

Naturally adaptive 
and eco-friendly 

garment insulation for 
all seasons and climatesRenewableWashable Bio-degradable

SustainableNatural Absorbent



HDWool® is lightweight, eco-friendly 

and breathable. It naturally adjusts to 

your body's thermal and moisture 

balance, improves perspiration comfort 

and keeps you drier from the inside.

Holding up to 33% of its own weight in 

water before it feels damp, HDWool® 

has far superior moisture management 

capabilities than any traditional garment 

insulation.

The secret lies in the natural properties 

of our hand selected WOOL - complex 

fibres, composed of proteins that bring 

natural flexibility and unmatched 

performance characteristics. Something 

that simplistic inert synthetic fibres are 

unable to reproduce. HDWool® is your 

own personal active insulation!

Why HDWool®
Our unrivalled experience in the world of 
wool, and our position in the supply chain 

mean that procurement is at the very heart 
of what we do. We are perfectly placed to 

identify ETHICALLY grown wool, and 
provide a TRANSPARENT and TRACEABLE 

route to the source, giving our customers 
peace of mind that their wool is shorn from 

happy sheep!

Technology

SustainableNatural Absorbent

RenewableWashable Bio-degradable

HDWool® is naturally HYGROSCOPIC. 
It absorbs perspiration vapour and releases 
it into the air, so you remain dry, warm and 

comfortable during exercise. Our hand- 
selected wool is combined with a 

biodegradable polymer for maintaining 
shape, structure and machine washability. 

Our British world-class manufacturing 
guarantees an industry-leading genuine 

product.

Finisterre 'Commodus Parka'

Finisterre 'Commodus Parka'


